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'ABSTRACT .

-/i %

In'1867, a bll.was passed by Congress establishing a
.

department of education. The appropriations fot the departmefit'were
reduce& almost immediately, and the status of the agenpy was undercut

' by reassigning it as an office in the.:..Depirtment of Interior.From
1867 to 1954u the Unitee.States Office of Education (USOE) and the
federal government were bystanders in the field of educational
research. 1;he first breakthrough in tederal,policy toward educaAbnal
research and development4(R and p) calve, with the passage of the
Cooperative Research Act in 1954: This Act authorized the
commissioner, of education to enter into "contracts or jointly
finance& cooperative arrangements with universities and colleges and
state educational agencies forthe conduct of research, surveys, and
demonstrations in, the field of education." In 1965, a second 'major
preakthrough in educational R and M occurred .with the. passage'of the .
"Elementar/ and Sedond'ary Education Act. The new programs brought
.about by the Act typified the expansionist mood oi'the 1960'S. It ,was
'within this mood that the National Institute of Education (NEE) was
established to coordinate the government's investment in R and D.

. Today the policy of the federal government is more comprehensive,
vigorous, and supportive than_any previous policy or combination of
policies have been. However, there is considerable doubt about and
dissatisfaction with the federal dollar investment in.educational R
and D in both the executive and legislative brandhes of the
government. ALecture questions and answers areincludg4.) (RC)
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PREFACE

10'

We are indebted to Dr. Dayid Clark, professor, College of Education,ndiana University, for
presenting a-Graduate Lecture at The Ohio State University on the topic, "Federal Policy Edu-
cational Re`Search and Development" while he was a visiting scholar at The Center for Vocational
Education. Di. Clark's experience and background is educational research and development
uniquely qualify him to treat the topic with considerable authority and insight from both a histor-
ical ,ical and futuristic perspective.

Dr. Clark's presentation describes historical elements relating tafederal R & D policy and the
establishment of priorities for funding. ConSiderable attention is devoted to the consequences of
policy.decisions on building a yesearch and development capacity in education.

Dr. Clark has a rich and extensive background in educational R & D and adminiitration.' A
native of Binghamton, New York, he received a B.A. (1951),and M.A. (1952). from New York
State College fOr Teachers, Albany, New Toik,ind. the Doctor of Education degree (1q54) from
Teacher's College, Columbia University. Dr. Clark is presently_a professor in the College of Eilu,
cation at Indiana University haying served as dean of Indiana UniVersity's College of Education
(1966 - 1974), and as an.administrafor at the local,-state, university, and, federal levels. He began
his career as a field representative for the New York State Teachers Association. For the next two
years he was,a.ssistant to the superintendent of the Garden,City Public Schools (N Y.). From 1958
through 196Yhe was director Of the USOE Cooperative Research Program. Heleft government to
become associate dean and professor at The Ohio State' University where he seised until he became
dean at Indiana.

. ,

,
Amongthis numerous publications, Clark co-authored Organizing Schools for Effective Edu-

cation Educational Administration and Pre aria: Research Personnel for Education. Currently,
' he is co-director of an NIE-funded project entitled, "A Futures Analysis of Teacher Education ,

Institutions as Innovators, Knowledge Producers, and Change-Agents in the Nation's Educational
R & D System:"

Clark holds or has held numerous editorial board positions and key assignments on national
associations, including the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, American

. Educational Research Association, and the Association of Colleges and Schools of Education in
State'Universities and Land Grant Colleges: ,

, The Ohio State University and The Center for Vocational Education is honored in sharing
with you Dr..D'avid Clark's presentation, "Federal Poliby in Educational Research and Develop.
ment."

Robert E. Taylor, Director
The Center for Vocational Educati
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FEDERAL POLICY IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Introduction ri

In January 1972, Francis S: Chase charted for the Committee on Education and Labor of the
U.S. House of Representatives what he noted was an "incredible chronology" of dates involving
the United States Office of Education's twenty regional,educational laboratories.' This laboratory
program, he pointed out, was authorized on April 11, 1965 with the enactment of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act. By August of that year the office had issued guidelines for p10- .

snectuses which, in turn, were due in the office on October 15, 1965: By 'February of 1966 the
fag contracts for laboatories were negotiated and by September of 1966 twenty such laboratories
were under operational or developmental'contracts.

J o

On November 18, 1966, roughly a year after the efirif prospectuses'had been received, nine:-
months after the first contract had been let, while a majority of the laboratdries were not yet op-
erational; the criticism of the laboratories had reached such a level that the so-called "Chase Study".
was commissioned by the Secretary of HEW and the Commissioner of Education to glther, ":-.
truttikorthy information to determine action with respect to the new laboratories which were being
assailed so strongly by critics Iiithin and without the eduCational establishment."2 Chase noted:

o

"It seems scarcely credible that disillusionment could have set in so quickly'as to shake
the faith of the Secretary who earlier (when president of the Carnegie Corporation) had
chaired the Presidential Task Force which recommended the establishment of such lab-
oratories as large-scale research and development organizations. .Yet-the painful fact
was that the existence of these new organizations was ttlreatened beforea majority of
them became fully operational:"3

This was not the first instance of quick disillusionment setting in after the initiation of a new
federal initiative in education. After the passage of the' bill establishing-a department df education
in March 1867, President Andrew Johnson appointed Dr. Henry Barnard as the first Commissioner
of Education on March 11,1867. On July 20, 1868, less than two months after Dr. Barnard sub-
mitted his first annual report to Congress, the appropriation to the new agency was reduced from

'Francis S. Chase, "Educational Research and Development in the Sixties: The Mixed Report
Card" in Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Educational Research:
Prospects and Priorities (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 19'.72), pp. 1- 2.

p. 2'.

.3Ibid., p. 2.
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$12,000 per year to $9,400 and the,appropriations act further undercut thseltatus of the agency by
reassigning it as an office in the Department of Interior. One of Barnard'esuccessors, John Tigert,

noted in reference to the loss of funds, status,, and Barnard's impending resignation that:

"It is clear that the expectations of some of the Congressional kadvocates of the
Department of Education were not realized. It is no wonder. In fulsome speeches
ithad been-proclaimedthat the Department of Education would exert a powerful
influence to enlighten the mass of ignorance in the Nation, particularly among the
freedmen of the South. Two years passed, and the Commissioner-of Education with
his thee clerks had failed to cause the enlightenment of the four million freedmen
or to shovrany appreciable reduction in the sum total of ignorance in the country,
at large. It was disappointing to the enthusiasts, and the reaction'had its natural
effect."4

But we need not look beyond this summer's newspapers to illustrate further the point of these
two. examples. On June 28, 1974, in a feature story on the National Institute of Education, the
Wall Street Journal reported on the current difficulties being encountered by the'agencyas follows:

"Launched in an OUtptitirirrg otenthusiasm when theNixon administration was riding
high, the National Institute of Education was to become the leading edge of education (`
progress in the U.S.

Freed from the supposedly stultifying surroundings of the federal Office of Education,.
. the government'inewest research agency was intended to plumb fundamental problems

of the US. education system. As a worthy companion to the famed National Institutes
of Health, or so the reasoning went, N.I.E. would'uitimately provide answers helping to
revolutionize teaching from kindergarten to college..

'This effort in.ediication will be-an historic `step forward,! the President prom'ised.
Daniel P. Moynihan,.its prime architect insisted that eager _educators would rush to
adopt its recommendations-iimply because of its prestige..

Now two years later, this infant institution is in trouble. It is still seeking to become
accepted in academic circles; educators are suspicious of its reformist bent or dismayed
at its fumbling performance. They need to really accomplish something,' warns Stanley
McFarlan-d, a National Education Association official. .

And the institute is perilously close to flunking the test that Matters most; gaining
political support in Congress. The law makers, indifferent or antagonistic, have
difficulty even in understanding N.LE.'s purpose. 'We just get all this soft mushy
education-jargon that d'oesn't tell us a dammthirt,' complains Rep. David Obey,
a liberal Democrat from Wisconsin.

4John J..Tigert, "An.Organization By the Teachers and For the Teachers," School Life 9
(May 1924), p. 196.
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Asa result, the-N.-I.E. found its first-year budget whacked in half, and now it is fighting to p
survive and get itsarnbitious endeavor§moving."5

The evening before this article was published, the House voted to overrule its own committee's
retommendatiqn that the NIE budget for FY '75 be restored to $100 million offsetting partially the
sharp cut in funds in FY.'74. Instead, the House approved $80 million - leis than was appropriated
for educational R and D three years earlier in the "stultifying surroundings" of USOE. Subsequently,
the Senate approved only $65 million throwing the final appropriation to conference committee,
and the Director!:if the Institutrubmitted his resignation effective. October 15, 1974.6 .

An Historical Perspective

What can be inferred from these cases spread over a hundred year time span? One might con-
clude that there is no policy at the federal level in regard to educational R and D or at least that
little coherent and consistent policy has emerged. This lack of coherence is then, reflected in tac-
tical ambivalence which causes both the legislative and executive branches to engage in "fits and
starts" in support of educational Land D reflecting transitorST optimism and rapid disillusionment.
'There is more than a grain of truth in such inferences but they do notcapture what has happened,
where we are, and where we might be-goin'gat the federal level because the cases fail to provide an
historical perspective from which to view the question. .>

tz

The First Hundred Years

Despite the evidence of the Barnard case example, the Congressmen in 1867 who supported -
the establishment of a national Department of Education did concern themselves with a policy pos-
ture for the new agency in educational R and D. Specifically, they charged the department with
responsibility for: . .

.

"It.. collecting such statistics and facts as shall show the condition and progress of
education in the several States and Territories, and, of diffusing such information
respecting the organization and management of school§ and school systems, the
methods of teachivg,.asthall aid. the people of the United States in-the establish -'
ment and maintenance of efficient school%ystems., ."7

5Johnathan Spivak, "Lack_of.Political-Clout Threatens Once-Glamorous National institute of
Education," Wall Street Journal (June 28, 1974), p. 36.

6Between.the time this lectire was delivered and prepared for publication, the appropriation
for FY '75 was approved at $70 million ($5 million less than FY '74) and the chairman of the In-
stitute's Council resigned both the chairmanship and Iiisappointment to TheCouncil.

?United States, An Act to Establish a Depirtment of Education, 39th Congress, 2nd Session,
'March 2,1867.
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And this statement was not treated casually by American educational commissioners-or their

*affs. This was, in_effect, the policy of.the federal government in educational-R. and D for eighty-

seven years. The first portion of the statement, the social bookkeeping function, led to the

establishment of the statistics unit in USOE and these activities have persisteduntil today as a cored

function'that characterizes an unambiguous dimension of federal governmental policy in educational

R and D.8 The dissemination function washandled by organizing the Office of Education around
substantive specialists in, for example, mathematics, science, English, elementary education, school

organization and administration, etc:, who communicated with schools and school personnel through
professional association contacts and periodic special subject bulletins. This pattern of organization

at the federal level reached its apex under the long tenure of Commissioner John Studebaker, ap-

pointed by President Franklin Roosevelt in 1934, who continued in the Commissioner's role until :-

after World War II (1948). That Commissioner Studebaker understood and was responding to the

defined policy stance of 1867 is well illustrated by his own description of the Office's activities in

1944 when he was urging considerationof reorganization.for theOffice, to wit:
4

"For many years the Office of Education has conducted searches, carried on studies,
"

made Surveys and investigations, published reports and otherwise sought to dissemi-
nate its findings in order. to help the.people of the States to improve their systems
of education. It has issued numerous bulletins and other publications dealing with

a variety of edtteational probtems.

Duringthis extended period of rigid adherence to the policy statement of 1867, it might-be

said that USOE and the federal government were bystOnders as the field of educational research

moved through its early emphasis on philosophic inquiry; to its predominant concern with psycho-
logically based'empiricism and the study of scientific management; to the demonstrators and re:

formers of the 1930's. /.

1954: The Watershed Years
0

A low point for the educational research community occurred during and immediately 'follow-

ing World War II. But the federal government's interest,in the support of social and behavioral sci-

ence inquiry was not at all dcirrriant. The concern of the military in the screening, placement, train-

ing, counseling. and rehabilitatiOn oipersonnef was stimulating.the support of substantial research

and development thrusts, of relevance,to education in aptitude and intelligence testing, occupational
analysis, counseling, and short term efficient and effective personnel training programs. And imme-

diately after the war, behavioral science research continued to be supported by the Army, the Air

Force, and the Office of Naval Research while simultaneously the National Institute of Health and

the National Science Foundation were experiencing rapid growth patterns in funils tOSuppOrt-be-
havioral research. If one Wanted to sell the notion that the human state could be enhanced through
systematic social and behavioral inquiry, Washington was a good place to be in the early 50's.

8Congress t not, however, expressed consistently their approval of the.adequacy with which
the policy has been carried out As a matter of fact, the Omnibus School-aid Bill signed by President
Ford on August 21, 1974 carried a provipion which upgraded the Nationaf Center for Educational

'Statistics and placed it in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education rather than in USOE.

9.1ohn W. Studebaker, Plan of Organization to Improve the Service of the U.S. Office of Edu-1'

cation (Washington, D.C,: U.S. Office of Education, August 1944, Unpublished), p. 4.
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It was almost inevitable that USOE was going to take advantage of this mood and the agency
did. Shortly after Dr. Samitel Brownell was aPpointed Commissioner in 1953,'he stated:

"If I were asked to name the one field in which the Office can be of geatest service
- at this time, I should answer 'educational research.' "'°'

With this interest uppermost in hiemind he achieved the first breakthrough in federal policy toward
educational 'research andtievelopment in eighty-seven years with the passage of the, Cooperative Re-
search Act (P. L. 531) which authorized the commissioner of education to enjer into "contracts or
jointly financed cooperative arrangements wijh universities and collages and'state educational agen-
cies for the conduct of. research, surveys, and demonstrations in the.field of education. "11

This landmark legislation did not exactly take.Washington by storm. Its shaky early history
illustrates the persistent ambivalence of Congress toward the likelihood of payoff from systematic.
inquiri in education." The authorization was not funded for two years. Finally in 1956, $1
million was appropriated to support P. L. 531. But there was a "hooker" in the appropriation.
Two-thirds of the funds were to be expended on the study oteducatiOn for the mentally retarded
with one-third left over for the remainder Of educitia's problemi.. Through the authorization or
P. L. 531, Congress was modifying for the first time the policy statement of 1867. Congress seemed
On the one hand to be recognizing the feasibility of imprOving the educational system in the United

_
States through research; the _desirability of attempting to do so; and the responsibility of the federal
government to'assume the initiative and the cost. However-, oh the other hand, by holding off appro-
priaporis for two years, eventually appropriating a total.supiort figurefar below that of otherfederal
behavioral and social science programs, Congress was expressing serious doubts in regard"to whether
anything could be learned about education through systematic inquiry; whether educational R and
D was a feasible route to school improvement; and whether thefederal government had any signifi-
cant role to play in the educationaIR and Dscene.

Twenty Years of Growth:.71954-1974

Subsequent to 1956, when the first appropriation was made available through P. L. 531, the
general flow of legislative authorizations and appropriations foieducational R and D seemed to
signal unmitigated success. In 1958 the National Defense Education Act was passed with pro-
visions for the Support of research on language and media. Outside USOE the National Science

10Samuel Brownell, U.S. Office of Education Handbook (Washington, D.C.,*1955),p. 2.'

11 United States, An Act to Authorize Cooperative Research in Education, Public Law 531,\ Chapter 576, 83rd Congress, July 26, 1954.

12 To be. fair it should-probably be noted that the ambivalent attitude of Congress toward
educational 'inquiry is a subset of responses within a broader reluctance. on the part of Congress
to become involved in the educational scene generally-what Stephen Bailey has typified color-
fully as "..,. the hoary notion that the federal government should leave the direction of educa-
tion to the mercies of pluralistic and often contentious centers of decentralized authority."
See, Stephen K. Bailey, "Significance of the Federal Investment in Educational R and, D,"
Journal of Research and Development in'Edcation 2 (Summer, 1969), p. 34.

fo,
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Foundation was provided with the first-major development funds in education to reconceptualize,
design, and diffuse new curricula in mathematics and science. Not to be outdone, USOE extended

-its program into the "D" portion of educational R and D through Project's Social Studies and En:
glish,-and used the newly popular educational R and D theme to attract additional funds in special-

. ized areas, e.g., the authoization to support Vocational educathin research under the Vocational.
Education Act of-1963. P. L. 531itself_wasilased-as-the-vehicle-forarte-W depature in capacity
bqilding in educitional research - the establishment of nine federally-funded R and D centers at-
tached to universities. USOE's divisions in vocational' education-and-eduqation for the handietapped

followed suit by establishing R and D centers in these specialized fields.
0

The second major breakthrough-for educational 'R. and D occurred in ,1965 with the passage
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Ac. ,Titles III and IV of this legislation broadened
the authorization for federal programs in support of education R and D to the point where almost

any program could beinitiated from a structural pOint.Of view.for Which appropriations could be
. obtained. The new programs actually initiated ranked from the direct support of experiments in

local education agencies to university-based training programs for educational researchers. An ex-

. ample of the expansionisemood surrounding federal support for editcational R and D in the mid-

. sixties could be noted, in a government review of the Cooperative Research Program just a tear
preceding the passage of ESEA which noted titatin the first feW yeas the program "had stimulated
qualitative improvement and quantitative expansion in educational research." However it also

noted that "(.1) the results of the projects... did not leakdirectly enough or quickly enough to ob-
servable change and desired improvement in'educational practice and (2) .. the results qf sthalf

, scale project research tended to be fjagmented, non-cumulative,and-incpnclusive."13

This problem was about to be solved! Twenty-one R and.D centers were established - ten
with their own content.emphases and eleven focuied on high priority government areas; twenty
regional laboratories were set up to.develop products and to interface with schools; Over 100 R

and D graduate training programs were established in institutions of higher education; iJSOE de*
veloped - storage and retrieval system (ERIC) for educationkinformation and research; literally
thousandsof Title III projects were funded in local school districts and the federal investment in

edticatiohal Rand D (loosely defined) was approaching $200 million.

In the misist of this rapid growth pattern, a long held yision.of a National Institute of Educa-
tion which would coordinate the government's'investment in educatiorial R and _D (and hopefully

-take-unto-itself the aura of prestigeand supp'ortWhia clik.aa-teilied NIH and NSF) became a 're-
ality under the Congressional leadership of John Brademas of Indiana, and accompanyingthe In-

, stitute was anew policy statementin the Education Amendments Act of 1972 which declared it
to be the policy of the United Stites .

>

"(i) Help to solve or to alleviate the problems of and promote the reform and
renewal of, American education;

13 Building Capacity for Renewal and Reform (Washington, D.C.: National Institute of
'Education, December 1973), pp. 9-101

6
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(ii) Advance the ractice of education as an art science and

(iii) Strengthen the scientific and technological

(iv.). guild an effectiveeducatictal research and

The Growth Years: A Researcher's View

- Could, there be any remaining doubt that the federal government had made its commitment
and taken its.stand? From an operational perspective in a regional laboratoiy or',R and D center
or institution of.higher education, the R and D practitioner in education had a somewhat differ-
prif view of the federal commitment. A§ a matter of fact, th'e recipient of the go'vernment's largesse
over the past decade was likely tohave some horrOirstories to relate: .

. ,
,O . 0,
-If Ile or she happened to be located in a regional educational laboiatory or an R and D cen-

4' ter the chances are better than One in three that the lab or center was closed permanently during
this period: -

. 1

rofess'ion;`
"

foundations oeducation; and

development' system: V -14

;.
0

If the agency sarvived, it was converted from government support of the center as an ex-
tension of.the federal level capacity to produce R. and D in education, i.e., institutional support,

,
to a program purchase plan under which organizational survival was baspcf-upon its competitive-
ness for piecework under NIE% requests forproposals.__der _

If he or she,wirelocated in an institution bf higher education receiving project supporthe
saw individual project support atrophy",,while total educational R and D funds seenied to be in-
creasing substantially.

4)

she ran a research training program she saw the program collapse just, as the,first gradu-
ates we produced.

If he or she were in any of these settints he experienced aAdifferent.set of signals from the
National Center.for Educational. Research and Development and subsequently ME every time a
site visit was scheduled or the federal agency was reorganized (circa every six months). .

The process of disassembling, closing out, modifying, and rebuilding programs in educational.
R and D for the past decade has been undertaken (as Chase noted in the earlier-cited example of
the laboratories), almost at the instant that significant funds have become available for the particu-
lar program. The bulk of the blame was laid, even by astute observers, at Me door of USOE and
its National Center for Educational ReSearch and Development. The problem was perceived as
primarily structural and the proposed amelioration wa's ME.. So, foiexample, two years ago Francis
Chase was.offering this testimony in behalf of establishing the new agency:

14 I6id., 1.
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"Deficiencies rational planning, management, support and eiliation are 6,41(. ' ,

* continuing impediment to:realization of,the full potential of eductltional Bland
These shortcomings spring largely from the fatfure to place educationalA

and D in-4harge of are-adequately funded agency at a level in Vie gcivernment:
,hierarchy compkrable to the National Science,Foundationt)Ithe v's

L

- stitute of Health. "15 .-
...

) %

L :'
, .1 r I .

If NIE was or is a necessary condition for progress inlederalpolieiei,,,and programs for esluca-
. . .- i ;....P .. ..

tionekR and Dtit surely was insufficient'. On allfronti the situationlids worsbned since the eAtab,
.. lishment of NIE. Not only has NIE nOt.achieied the status otkan NSF or.N1H,jelas not even re-

tained the status of'NCE1D. The fiscal support. base f9r educationalRiindD s not incteasitl
overifte'paiftwo years, jt has diminished. The yem betore the authorization of NLE,'NCERD had
nbudget of $96.8 million and was. requesting $110:8 for FY '7Z By FY-175, NIE'sbudiet level,.

44'V . ..4.
had descendedto $70 million. 'NIE is publicly tinder attack by Congress in both the House and- .

. the Senate and its'very 'existence is threatened agit abnioechesitg,daida retauthoriiation --July le
. 1975. r .,

( -'`'
..

. -,

!.- ___- - ... . ,
. .An Assessment and Projection. -," . , . .. .-.. .

- 4-
,..

That brinks the story up to the fall of 1974. And undoubtedly leaves the reader wondering : ,

aboutthe current status of federal policy in education4R and D. At a general level of discourse
. that is an easy question to answer. The polity charter is the,four-point mandate to NIE which was

...

-noted earlier. That is surely not a bad charter unlit which to be operating. isup to cast that policy
statement in more operational terms it would _be well to be reminded or9ie nature of governmen- 4.

tal policy which was expressed cogently and simply by Stephen tiailey and associates in their case
study of school.politias in the Northeast: ._

.

.

.
,

.
. . .

"Some people want something from government and build_ a coalition of influence
to get it; other people want something different and builda coalition of influence to
block or modify the designs of the first group; strategic and tactical campaigns are
'fought; constitutional wielders of pOwer determine winners and losers by lain passed

. and executive and judicial actions taken. The process is never-ending, As soon as a
governmental dectsion'is made a new dialectic begins.16, -

.
The educational R and D community wanted i broad extension of support fOr educational

. R and D, and they ,wanted a National Institute of Education. With the strong support of certain
Congressional leaders they won those tactical campaigns. But they may havekMissed two other

a a

.>

15 F cis S. Chase, 9242A., pp. 29-30.:.

16 Stephen K. Bailey, Richard T. Fro'st, Paul E. Marsh, and Robert C. Wood, SchoOlmen and
Politics (Syracuse, New York: Syracuse University Press, 1952), p. 57.
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critical notations of Bailey's (1) that non-constitutional wielders of power in the executive branch
would interpret and administer the programs and (2) the new dialectic about the.proper rose of the
federal goverhment in educational R and D began the day each of the laws was passed and is con-

. tinuihg right now. It is perfectly within the realm of possibility (although I think it highly improb-
able) that NIE and the 1972 policy statement in regard to educational R and D will be thrown out
took, stock, and barrel on July 1, 1975. Federal policy in a broad sense and federal pwgrams in
their specifics are obviously volatile propositions. Unless the federal government retreats from the
scene altogether of delimits its involvement as sharply as the Act of 1867, Mere will never again be
a consistent posture of federal policy for educational R and. which will survive for eighty-seven

-,years.

. Let me, try, then in summary form to note where educational P.. and D is and where it is likely
to be going':

The current policy of the federal governnient insupport of educational R and D is more
comprehensive, vigorous, and supportive than any previous policy or combination of policies have

. . beenin this arena. ,,

- .

ti

. , The policy is a'thinly-veiled mask` thrown over considerable doubt about and dissatisfaction
with the federal dollar investment in educational R and D which is held within both the executive .

,an&legislatiye bradchel .

S -
The battle may have beenwon-in answering in general terms the question as to whether

more can be learned about education through systematic inquiry (general legislative history of the
past twenty years would seem to indicate that is tine); but decision-makers have not been con-
viticed that what is learned has or will improve schopls (as demonstrated by a willingness to forego
B.: and D expenditures as budget crises emerge end/or to jump'from program type to program type

. as edulational impact seem lethargic.
..i- , 4 . ,

Every9ne should now bp convinced that the pibblems of mounting and sustaining an effi- ,..
cient and elfectivel iederal level Program in eduhtional R and D will not be solved by organization
and reorganization inside or without the Office ofsEduchtion or the National Institute of Education.

. Educational R and D is 11 a fedjkal edutional policy arena without a constituency. This

.. .. ,

continuing difficlilty is more nearly the explanation for the vacillation in and underfunding of red-
\,4eral programs in R and D than either structural (i,e., organizational) problems or theiletiate over

what is or is not,befng produced by education 'and D.
. . - ' 0 -f . :.

The field is caught currently in a critical shortage of funds which runs the danger of elevat-
:

ing the competition for funds into what appears to be a solid intellectuaidebate over researa stxa-
tegies and tactics, e.g:, support of development vs. research, institutional support vs. program pur-
chaseetc. This is no time to settle such issues when their genesis is more than likely lack of funds
to support-necessary diverse, Worts. 1

. .
,.

. / %
. The current and immediate past leadership of NIE has lost the confidence of Congress, on

. , .

the One hand, and its field constituencies on the other. This should not be interpreted as, a suffi-,
' cient explanation for the current state of, affairs. The sharp reductions and eliminations in the. . ,, ft ' ,

I
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lab-oratory program, the research training support, Title III, and individual projeCtsuPport pre-
ceded NIE and its leadership. The problem it more pervasive than an individual or gioup of indi-
viduals in leaderthip positions in an agency.

_. The current attacki on the credibility of educational R and D are not new, will not gb away
in the next few years, and can only be coped with by continually E ogaging a diverse set,of.educa-
tional cOnstituenciesirrthe- dialectic; about educational R and D.

Every new administration (and every new ad ihistrator) wants his "thing" and needs dis-
1
cretionary funds to obtain it. There is no absolute def e against this inconstancy in federal be-
haiior but the best defense yet devised is a vocal constit ency that negotiates the changes and
their magnitude with "the new face in.town."

If all.gees well with educational R and D over the nexilwo years, little will occur either
in modifying the mandate for the field or in appropriations to support the field, i.e., educational
R and D will be fortunate to hold its own fiscally; reaffirm the current broad policy statement of
Congress; prevent the executive branch from:cannibalizingeXtant pflograms to offer the appearance
of new initiatASes;and set the stage-for a point in time. two br three years from now (FY '77 or
'78)wlien some significant progress on increased support and program revitalization may be pos-
sible. This short range future would represent a successful. tactical campaign

To achieve even these limited goalsyill require a sAcoalition including diverse interests
, . . -

and,emphases, e.g., American" Educational-Research Association, American AssOciation of Colleges
for Teacher_Education,,National Education Association,.National.Council of Chief State School
Officers, American Federation of Teachers; Council for Educational Development and Research,
Deans.of Schools and Colleges of EduCation in State Universities and.Land,.Grint Colleges, National
School Board -' Association,, American Association of School Administrators, etc. Such a coalition .

has neyet existed'in the-Past:but is a must for the present and future.
.

f ^
.. The basis for this coalition will have to be built; upon areconceptualization of the role of

R and D in: education witich will diversify,the types of and sites for productivity in educational R
..and D. The process'of inquiry igill !lave to be brought closer to the point of.effective action in
education, i.e.,, will involve the direct participation of practitioner agenpies in all the processes of
:edUcational R and D. The negotiation required to foriri the coalition will not sticcess so long as
some principals.to negotiation continue to insist upon narrow definitions,of Ran Das, for exam-
ple, local education agencies being viewed as target systems and date education agencies being.
viewed as tangential to or an iniplarieni in the diffusion piocess .17

r
.

It isfeot unreasonable to imagine that anational Conference boird (similar in intent
.
if not

_..

in structure to the New York State Educational Conference Board which worked so effectively in
' ..

17 For an amplification of this point of tfew see: Egon G. Guba and David L.Clark, The Con-
iffigurational Perspective: A New View of Educational Knowledge Productionrand Utilization

(Washington, D.C:: Council for Educational Development and Research;1975).
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mobilizing a ifreate-platform for school support in New York)18 could be organized to formulate a
national policy and action platform for educational R and a If.this turps out not to be feasible,
the curreqt pattern of under-funding and vacillation from program to program will continue in-
definitely. Federal decision-makers will continue'to view educational,R and D as a form of social
action in education.18 Social action,goals will not be attained unless the major actors are repre-
sented vigorously in the process.

c

ti

O

4

18Stephen K. Bailey, et al., Schoolmen and Politics, op. cit., pp.'96-7.

19For additional detail on this view see: Hendrik D. Gideonse, Social Science Policy and the
Federal Government (Washington, D.C.: Memorandum to Committee on Science and Astronautics,
August 14, 1974).
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CLARK LECTURE 4UESTIONS

°

1. What are the likely prospects of orchestrating the joint effort across such diverse groups as
those mentioned? 4

11 in the prospectaare-very good. Recall that just this past year the Council for'Education-
al Development and Research (CEDR) and the National Council of Chief State School Offi-
cers (on the face of it unlikely alliance) were able to formulate and promotesuccessfully
the joint sponsorship of a diffusion program which would have operated within NIE. The
alliance was held together by the fact that neither of the two organizations tried to compro-
mise out komething that was neededand wanted by the other organization. The National
Education Association, National School Boards Association, American Association of School ,

Administrators have all adopted resolutions in the recent past supportive of NIE with nothing
promised or offered in return. If thW had input to the programs and policies of the agency
I think they would be more than casually supportiVe. But this.will require, as I noted in,the
palier; some basic re-Orientation in thinking by some who still consider R and D the province
of colleges and universities or centers and labs. J think necessity will cause it to happen,

il

What do you project might be the role of local and state education agencies in educational
. R and IZ in the future?

Thereis no question in my mind-but-that LEAs and SEAs will play a centraLrole in both
knowledge production and knowledge utilization. As a matter of fact, the trend is already
with us. Titles I and III of ESEA made it clear that educatignal R and D funds were not
going to remain in Washington to be employed as the exclusive province of R and D agencies.
The emphasis on revenue sharing in general fiscal policy is just another indication that the
locus of federal dollais hits and will change. The more important reason, however, fro ii my
point of view is that diversification of R and D functions, sites, and tactics is a necessity if
we are to appeal to a more diversified constituency and educational R and D must have that
constituency. In the future, I expect to see LEAs and SEAs operating educational R and D
programs which are complementary to those being conductedin more formal research sites.

3. How much is the need for educational R D appreciated by educators generally? Aren't
there many in leadership positions who contend that we just need moremoney to do what
we already know how to do?

.55

Obviously the current base of support is too narrow. It is probably true that most classroom
teachers in the country are not convinced of the utility of educ'ational R and p'even when, in
some instances, they are using products that come Out of the R end D community in their
own classrooms? The argument that we already know so mucmore than we are doing that
our problem is diffusion not research has been with, us since the inception of governmental
level support for research. Unfortunately, I think, our response to these challenges has too
often been one of exhortation and public relations. We will have to demonstrate rather than
exhort.

13
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Knowledge production and utilizatjon_programs ne_e_d_to be_supportedat the local level where
teacher-leaders are participants. We should agree with those who.contend that we have a vein
4:4 untapped knowledge and press for complementary emphases On knowledge utilization and
diffusion programs which will,.by their success, demand more not less emphasis on systematic
inqtfiry.

4. Isn't it true that we will never make much progress until we mobilize the teachers in support
of R and D in education? Aren't those in preservice teacher education programs an especially
useful group - a-captive audience that can be attuned to.inqUiry?

Yes and no, to both.questions. It is probably unrealistic to assume that two and a half Million'
teachers will pickup R and D in education as a prime legislative target when one considers the
range of other legislative concerns closer to their personal interests. I think, however, that is
not unrealistic to assume that the NEA and AFT could be convinced to assume national level
leadership for the teachers in at least elevating the legislative priority for R and D if they felt
the organized teaching profession had some voice in policy and program directions for R and
D in education; and, I suppose, if they felt that the programs were having a positive effect at
the local level. If a prime interest at the national level is in demonstrating the efficacy of
voucher plans and accountability programs, the R and D community can pkobably anticipate
further letters of congratulation from teacher organizations to Congress'when funds are re-
duced. The preservice audience seems to me not very promising. Obviously I would hope
that the preservice experience would utilize the products of educational R and D and would
stimulate the trainees to use inquiry techniques in their professional careers. But if the studies
from the Texas R and D Center are examined in terms of teachertrainee needs, I would con-
clude that this is not an optimal learning period for the teacher. Their personal insecurities
are so high and so much in need of amelioration that I would suspect their interest in educa-
tional R and D directed toward improved learning environments for students might be very
low.

Would the kind-of coalition you're talking about be effective in communicating to Congress
the long range need for research in education and the little that has actually been,inyested in
educational R and D?

That all depends, I guess, on the approach the coalition used toward Congress. I surely would
not begin by contrasting the espenditures bn.educational R and D with those in -other fields
to demonstrate how niggardlyeCongress has been to date. The Congress has figures from USOE,
NIE, and the testimony of experts going back twenty years estimating that from 1/10th to
4/10ths of 1 percent of the exp4nditures in education go to R and D, and that that percentage
is lower than every olherlield from agriculture, space, and medicine to the development of ,

plastic spOons. Those who are already core supporters of R and D in educatiOn in Congress
don't need more of this general information and those who are unconvinced will not become
convinced by.these data. We need a constituency which the coalition might provide. We need
products that are attractive and interesting; and data about the number of children in each con-
gressional district who are using the materials. We need testimony from educational agencies
of all types in the various districts who are participating actively in programs of diffusion, re-
search, and development. We need examples that the Congressmen can use in their own pre-
sentations to their constituencies about the utility of a program they have supported or are
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being .asked to support. We need to provide ammunition that can be used by the core of
Congressmen that are already convinced about Our case when they are, in turn, attempting
to convince their colleagues.

. What about research training? What is the long term future for building up a cadre of sophi-
sticated R and D specialists?

That really strikes me as a paiticularized version of the more general question of the long
range prospects for educational R and D. Support for training programs will follow not lead
support for Rand D generally. As most of you know the training programs initiated under
ESEA Title IV are essentially dead. The field provided a good setting for training from 1966
to 1971 beacuse of the rapid increase in support for educational R and D in general. Fortu-.
nately the cadre of young men and women who entered the field during that period were
considerably below the average age of persons entering graduate work in education in the
previous ten years. This group has infiltrated'institutions of higher education (especially
schools and colleges of education) and are likely to have a positive influence on upgrading
inquiry training programon graduate school s_ ettings for some time to come. I think there
is no realistic hope for a revival of significant support,on the part of the federal government
for training research personnel in education in-the foreseeable future.
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